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Review of Medea
Abstract
For those whose knowledge of Medea derives primarily from Euripides’ play, Emma Griffiths’s new
introduction to this mythical Greek heroine/ villainess will provide a number of surprises. Here they will
meet several different Medeas. The one who killed her children is, to be sure, featured prominently but other,
less murderous versions of Medea also appear. In addition to Medea the witch there is Medea the ‘‘young,
vulnerable girl overwhelmed by love’’ (p. 89). One Medea attempted to kill Theseus but another was a healer
and Achilles’ wife in the afterlife. This book, part of Routledge’s series ‘‘Gods and Heroes of the Ancient
World,’’ looks at a variety of Medeas as well as a number of different approaches to understanding her myth. It
is geared toward (and is, indeed, ideally suited to) the upper level undergraduate course in mythology or
classical drama.
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ton.3 With the history of the major witchcraft trials now almost accom-
plished, we also seem ready for a new assault on the ancient world as well as
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, periods that bristle with interest
even if they did not convict witches by the gross. It is a measure of just how
good this Encyclopedia is that we can now see more clearly what work needs
to be done.
h. c. erik midelfort
University of Virginia
emma griffiths. Medea. London and New York: Routledge, 2006. Pp. xvi
 147.
For those whose knowledge of Medea derives primarily from Euripides’
play, Emma Griffiths’s new introduction to this mythical Greek heroine/
villainess will provide a number of surprises. Here they will meet several
different Medeas. The one who killed her children is, to be sure, featured
prominently but other, less murderous versions of Medea also appear. In addi-
tion to Medea the witch there is Medea the ‘‘young, vulnerable girl over-
whelmed by love’’ (p. 89). One Medea attempted to kill Theseus but another
was a healer and Achilles’ wife in the afterlife. This book, part of Routledge’s
series ‘‘Gods and Heroes of the Ancient World,’’ looks at a variety of Medeas
as well as a number of different approaches to understanding her myth. It is
geared toward (and is, indeed, ideally suited to) the upper level undergraduate
course in mythology or classical drama.
Medea has nine chapters divided into three parts: ‘‘Why Medea,’’ ‘‘Key
Themes,’’ and ‘‘After Greece and Rome.’’ Chapter 1, ‘‘Introducing Medea,’’
describes the aims of the book: to provide background information on Medea
and ‘‘explore the myth and the source of its power’’ (p. 4). Griffiths briefly
describes the major episodes in Medea’s story from meeting Jason at Kolchis
and assisting him in his quest for the Golden Fleece to her unfortunate expe-
riences at Corinth and subsequent flight to Athens. She emphasizes, however,
that there is ‘‘no canonical version of the story’’ (p. 6). Chapter 2, ‘‘Mythol-
ogy and Sources,’’ is primarily devoted to the many sources for the Medea
myth, most notably fifth-century Greek tragedy but also a variety of earlier
3. Ronald Hutton, ‘‘Anthropological and Historical Approaches to Witchcraft:
Potential for a New Collaboration?’’ Historical Journal 47 (2004): 413–34.
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Greek and later Greek and Latin texts including works by Pindar, Diodorus
Siculus, Kallimachos, Ovid, and Seneca. Visual depictions of the myth also
receive some attention. Griffiths emphasizes that she is not trying to present
‘‘a detailed account of the chronological development of the myth’’ (p. 12)
or its sources and various incarnations.
The ‘‘Key Themes’’ section of the book begins with chapter 3, ‘‘Origins,
Folktale and Structuralism.’’ It, along with the following four chapters, take
up major issues related to the Medea myth or important approaches to its
understanding. Chapter 3 looks at both general theories on the nature of
myth and specific attempts to explain the development of the Medea myth.
Griffiths discusses folktale analysis, particularly the ‘‘helper-maiden’’ story
pattern, as well as structuralism and Le´vi-Strauss. Here as elsewhere, she does
not provide a comprehensive account of any particular theory or reading of
the myth but merely outlines each approach and mentions some of the diffi-
culties associated with it. This strategy should make the book more accessible
for its target audience and more appealing to the teachers who assign it.
Griffiths’s treatment of any particular question or theory does not preclude
further class discussion by an exhaustive treatment of its merits. Students can
consult the ‘‘Further Reading’’ and ‘‘Works Cited’’ sections at the end of the
book for references to more substantive works on everything from Jungian
archetypes to Medea in film.
Chapter 4, ‘‘Witchcraft, Children and Divinity,’’ looks at the most notori-
ous aspects of the Medea myth. Griffiths notes that the ‘‘strongest image of
Medea in the ancient world was undoubtedly that of the witch’’ (p. 41) but
rightly observes that the term ‘‘witch’’ is rather problematic. She argues that
the ‘‘witch’’ lies at the ‘‘intersection between two powerful discourses: con-
cern about the divine, and concern about the position of women’’ (p. 46).
This is what makes Medea so hard to categorize. She can be either killer or
victim, mortal or divine and, indeed, ‘‘seems to exist outside the boundaries
of classical Greek religion’’ (p. 54). Chapter 5 turns to questions of ‘‘Ethnic-
ity, Gender and Philosophy’’ and seeks to examine ‘‘fundamental issues of
self-image within Greek society, extending into a more philosophical consid-
eration of what it is to be human’’ (p. 59). The figure of the witch continues
to receive attention here as Griffiths notes that ‘‘witches have traditionally
been linked with places or ethnicities different from the dominant culture’’
(p. 60) and discusses the meaning of the Greek term ‘‘goeˆs.’’
Chapter 6 is devoted to ‘‘Euripides’ Version of the Myth,’’ the play he
produced in 431 BCE. Medea was a popular character in fifth-century
Athenian drama, likely appearing in several other plays by both Euripides and
Sophocles. Considering the influence Euripides’ surviving characterization of
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Medea has had, it is disturbing to consider that its ‘‘extremity . . . could be
read as an attempt to outdo previous versions of female villainy’’ (p. 83).
Chapter 7, ‘‘Myth about Myth: From Greece to Rome,’’ examines the treat-
ment of Medea in the Hellenistic and Roman Imperial eras. Once again Grif-
fiths provides highlights rather than a detailed history of the myth’s
development in these periods. After a short discussion of the visual tradition,
we meet Apollonios Rhodios and his Argonautica and then it is on to Rome
where Ovid receives the lion’s share of the attention. Seneca’s Medea and
Valerius Flaccus’s Argonautica are also discussed.
With Chapter 8, ‘‘Medea Afterwards,’’ we begin the third and final part
of the book. Here Griffiths discusses ‘‘Medea’s post-classical life’’ in which
‘‘her role as the witch’’ continues to be central (p. 104). Saint Augustine,
Chaucer, and Freud all make brief appearances and there is further consider-
ation of the visual representation of Medea. The final chapter, ‘‘Medea in the
Twentieth and Twenty-first Centuries,’’ looks at depictions of Medea in
drama and film during the past century and then concludes by suggesting that
the continued interest of scholars in Medea may stem in part from the fact
that her situation as a foreign woman in the Greek world resembles that of
female scholars in an academic world that still tends to privilege men.
In addition to the guide to further reading and bibliography already men-
tioned, Griffith’s Medea also features an index. The book’s black and white
illustrations are of reasonably high quality but it is a shame that there are only
six of them (and none for the brief section on film). A map of Greece and
the Black Sea region would also have been a useful addition. The book is well
produced—I detected no typos—and sports a durable binding. The writing is
clear and engaging throughout and left this reader far more interested in
Medea upon finishing the book than when he began it.
david b. hollander
Iowa State University
lu ann homza, ed. and trans. The Spanish Inquisition 1478–1614: An Anthol-
ogy of Sources. Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 2006. Pp. xlv 272.
This publication is a welcome one. Despite the prolific publication of
books and articles on the Spanish Inquisition in English, sources are rarely
published in English translations. The twenty-six documents presented in this
volume have been well selected and translated by Lu Ann Homza to give a
better understanding of the activities of the Spanish Inquisition in the first
